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Floor pictured on front 7584

Floors are ultimate mood-setters in the home and create not only the 
foundations of interior design, but the right atmosphere as well. An 
ambience that reflects the people who live there and their way of life. 
With its LVT floors, Therdex focuses on ease of use in the form of 
durable, hard-wearing materials that appeal to people’s senses. LVT 
stands for Luxury Vinyl Tiles, flooring that cannot be distinguished from 
the real thing despite its artificiality. With their natural and luxurious look 
and feel, Therdex LVT floors are guaranteed to provide a lifetime of 
comfort and joy. 

Floors with character
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CREATE AND COMBINE
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Double
herringbone

Block1 Block2

XL-herringbone

Chevron Viennese point

Border Border and piping

Layout patterns

Finishing

THE 5 ADVANTAGES

LVT floors are widely applicable, long lasting and produce minimal noise. 
Therdex would gladly help you in making your choice and with the 
maintenance of your floor. 

7584

FREE AND NO-
OBLIGATION SAMPLE 
SERVICE

Discover the colours of a 
Therdex LVT floor and 
experience its natural feel 
with our free samples. 
Samples can be ordered 
from our website entirely 
free of charge and without 
obligation. We are happy 
to help you make the right 
choice.

ALWAYS AVAILABLE IN 
MULTIPLE VARIATIONS

The entire collection is 
available in multiple 
variations. Because the 
designs are available in 
various sizes, they can be 
perfectly combined, 
therefore providing you 
with exceptional design 
opportunities. 

PHTHALATE FREE 
THROUGH ORGANIC 
PLASTICISERS 

Therdex uses responsible 
and biodegradable soybean 
oil-based plasticizers, whom 
make the material elastic 
and flexible. They are 
harmless to humans and 
the environment and are 
also biodegradable. This is 
important to you, to us and 
to the environment. 

EASY TO 
MAINTAIN AND 
STREAK FREE

All Therdex LVT floors 
consist of four layers. The 
top layers protect the floor 
from heavy use, are scratch 
resistant and prevent 
streaking. This combination 
provides an easy-to-
maintain floor; simplicity 
and convenience.

INDISTINGUISHABLE 
FROM THE REAL THING 

When you choose Therdex, 
you choose a floor with 
a natural look. The entire 
collection is embossed to 
match. This means that the 
structure is visible and 
tangible. This makes the 
floors indistinguishable from 
the real thing.

Create endless possibilities with Therdex LVT floors. The format of the herringbone and 
chevron planks allows for creativity. Finish the room with a border (optional with piping). 
This finish looks classic and gives an exclusive effect. Combine your own design and 
identity. 
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DRYBACK

Dryback LVT is a bonded floor. This bonded floor is 
sound dampening and very maintenance friendly. 
A leveled subfloor is very important for installing a
dryback floor. Dryback is suitable for intensive domestic 
use, but also for project applications.

Dryback features

 no subfloor required

 sound reducing

 water-resistant

 suitable for underfloor heating and cooling

RIGID CLICK

Rigid Click is a smart mounting solution and 
eliminates the need for glue. The planks or tiles are 
easily clicked together with a reliable Uniclic click 
system.

Rigid Click features

 very easy to lay

 great ease of use

 suitable for intensive use

 powerful Uniclic system

 reduced impact noise

  moisture-resistant

LVT stands for Luxury Vinyl Tiles. It is a hard and brittle 
product and is based on petroleum (43%) and salt (57%). 
Adding plasticizers makes the LVT flexible. It is strong 
and lightweight. It can also be easily recycled, as it can 
be processed in many different ways. 

Therdex LVT floors have true-to-life patterns and are 
available in herringbone, long planks, chevron and tiles. All 
our products consist of 4 layers, namely: the PU layer, the 
wear layer, the film layer and the LVT backing. 

The PU layer gives the plank extra protection and ensures 
the right mattness of LVT. The wear layer protects the floor 
from intensive use and makes it scratch-resistant. The film 
layer is the floor’s print. It reveals the colour and structure 
of the floor. The LVT backing is the lowest part of the floor. 
This backing provides the strength of the floor and the right 
sound absorption.

7004

WHAT IS LVT?

®

matt PU coating

wear layer

patterned film layer

LVT rug

matt PU coating

wear layer

patterned film layer

rigid board

cork underlay
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ISO 9001
certified

ISO 14001
c e r t i f i e d

LEADER IN ENERGY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

LEED stands for green 
buildings with the best 
building strategies. When 
building projects adequately 
meet the conditions, they are 
eligible for LEED certificates. 
Therdex is FloorScore, EPD 
and HPD certified. This means 
that by using Therdex floors 
in architectural and design 
projects, one can qualify for 
LEED.

INDOOR AIR COMFORT 
GOLD

By meeting all requirements, 
a company creates a healthy 
indoor environment. This is 
what the Eurofins label stands 
for. Our floors meet the 
highest health and product 
standards, following criteria 
of world-leading building 
organisations such as: agBB, 
VOC emission class A, 
BREEAM Internat. Factory 
inspections are in accordance 
with DIN 18200, the VOC test 
in accordance with EN 16516 
and the ISO 16000 series.

BREEAM

BREEAM is an international 
standard for rating buildings 
on sustainability and  
energy efficiency. Our 
Therdex floors can be 
applied to BREEAM new 
construction and existing 
buildings.

ECO+ PHTHALATE-FREE 
BIO-BASED CONTENT

Therdex uses an organic 
plasticiser based on 
soybean oil. This is a 
phthalate substitute. As a 
result, Therdex does not use 
phthalates and has 
therefore been awarded the 
Eco+ phthalate-free 
certificate.

ISO 9001

The ISO 9001 standard is an 
internationally recognised 
standard in the field of 
quality management. The 
standard provides guidelines 
to good quality 
management and specifies 
what a good system should 
meet.

ISO 4001

The ISO 4001 standard 
consists of internationally 
accepted requirements for 
an environmental 
management system. The 
environmental management 
system is used to develop 
an appropriate 
environmental policy for an 
organisation.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCT DECLARATION 
(EPD)

EPD is a comprehensive 
report, which details how a 
product affects the 
environment during its life 
cycle. The SPD is in 
accordance with the 
standards developed by 
ISO. All Therdex floors are 
third-party verified for UL 
Environment EPDs.

HEALTH PRODUCT 
DECLARATION 
COLLABORATIVE

HPDC is an independent 
body that provides a record 
of the content of the 
materials. Through HPD, 
production reports what 
products are used and what 
risks consumers should be 
aware of. Therdex is in 
possession of ‘The Health 
Product Declaration’.

FLOORSCORE

FloorScore tests and 
certifies all hard floors and 
floor adhesives. They ensure 
that the products meet the 
requirements for indoor air 
quality emissions. All 
Therdex floors are 
FloorScore certified for low 
VOC (Volatile Organic 
Compounds).

The floor is one of the most image-defining factors in the interior. There are many 
factors involved in making the right choice. When you opt for a Therdex LVT floor, 
you are getting a top product in all respects in which sustainability plays a major 
role.

What is LVT?
LVT is a hard and brittle product based on petroleum (43%) and salt (57%). Therdex 
LVT floors are made flexible by the addition of bio-plasticizers.This results in a light, 
strong and, above all, durable LVT floor.  

How sustainable is LVT?
By choosing an LVT floor, you will have a strong and stylish floor that will last a long 
time. In that respect, an LVT floor is therefore very durable. At Therdex, we make 
exclusive use of safe bio-plasticizers. These are made from sustainable soybean oil, 
which makes them biodegradable and harmless to people and the environment.   
          
Delivering a top-notch product also involves caring for the environment. The 
environment belongs to us all. We should treat it with care. This is why we place great 
importance on testing and approving our products. Naturally, our products comply 
with the mandatory labels, but in addition, we have nonmandatory tests carried out 
on our products at other test centres. 

SUSTAINABILITYSUSTAINABILITY
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NEW! NEW! 
PREMIERPREMIER  SERIESSERIES

Stylish floors with an ultra-matt effectStylish floors with an ultra-matt effect

SUPER MATTSUPER MATT

The floor has a matte finish, which provides a The floor has a matte finish, which provides a 
contemporary look.contemporary look.

KNOT-FREE KNOT-FREE DESIGNDESIGN

The name Premier is due to the  The name Premier is due to the  
knot-free design, like the best wood  knot-free design, like the best wood  
floors.floors.

Check out the new Premier series on page 38.Check out the new Premier series on page 38.

AVAILABLE INAVAILABLE IN THREE VARIANTS THREE VARIANTS
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COLLECTION
STRUCTURE

Whether you choose long planks, chevron, tiles or herringbone; 
all our floors are available in various sizes and colours. 
Therdex believes in the dynamics of unity and simplicity. 
Combine and create endless possibilities with the floors from Therdex.

10042



Basic serie | 16

Luxurious and sustainable; this is what characterises the Basic series. The perfect 
foundation for any interior, due to the quiet design of this rustic oak floor. Available 
in planks of 2 mm thick. 

BASIC SERIES

Type  dryback
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension planks 23x122 cm                     
Content 15 pcs. | 4,185 m2

4270

4210 4230 4250 4270

2010 2040 2050 2060

Basic series | 17

4270



Regular1 series | 18

Type  dryback
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x60 cm       planks 23x122 cm   
Content 36 pcs. | 3,345 m2                         12 pcs. | 3,345 m2

The Regular1 series is characterised by its natural and light tones. This series is 
available in both herringbone pattern and long planks. To give the floor a classic 
look, it can be combined with piping.

REGULAR1 SERIES

2550

6021 6024 6025 6026

2510 2540 2550 2560

Regular1 series | 19

6025



maa

Regular2 series | 20

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x60 cm       planks 23x122 cm 
Content 36 pcs. | 3,345 m2                         12 pcs. | 3,345 m2

The warmth of the aged oak designs in the Regular2 series will give any room 
an atmospheric and luxurious feel. It is a distinctive floor with the atmosphere of 
wood and the advantages of LVT. This series is available in herringbone pattern 
and long planks.

REGULAR2 SERIES

6032

6031 6032* 6033* 6034

3010 3020* 3030* 3040

Regular2 series | 21

6032

*these items are available in dryback and Rigid Click: C3020, C3030, C6032 and C6033



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

Tapis series | 22

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 10x40 cm        planks 23x122 cm   
Content 34 pcs. | 1,404 m2         12 pcs. | 3,345 m2

The Tapis series consists of a diverse colour palette of expressive designs with 
a characteristic structure. Available in herringbone pattern and long planks.   
The herringbone pattern consists of refined planks of 10x40 cm. The long plank 
measures 23x122 cm and is therefore more robust.

TAPIS SERIES

4001 4003 4005 4007

4010* 4030* 4050* 4070*

Tapis series | 23

*these items are available in dryback and Rigid Click: C4010, C4030, C4050 and C4070

4003

4003



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

Premium series | 24

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x60 cm        planks 23x122 cm 
Content 36 pcs. | 3,345 m2        12 pcs. | 3,345 m2

Combine endless possibilities with the Premium series. The format of the  
herringbone planks offers a range of possibilities; the width fits four times the 
length, allowing the floor to be laid in various structures. Various colour shades 
and the tactile structure gives the floor a contemporary look with a modern 
twist. 

PREMIUM SERIES

7004

70057001*

70010*

7004* 7006

700607005070040*

Premium series | 25

7004

*these items are available in dryback and Rigid Click: C7001, C7004, C70010 and C70040



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

Chevron series | 26

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x60 cm        chevron 11x57 cm        planks 23x122 cm
Content 36 pcs. | 3,345 m2                52 pcs. | 3,397 m2        12 pcs. | 3,345 m2 

Create, combine and innovate. The Chevron series consists of calm natural  
tones in three different formats. A contemporary herringbone, a modern  
Chevron and classic long planks. All three have the same colour and structure, 
but different characters.

CHEVRON SERIES

6542

6541* 6543

6041* 6043

12041*

6542*

6042*

6544

6044

12042* 12043 12044

Chevron series | 27

*these items are available in dryback and Rigid Click: C6041, C6042, C6541, C6542, C12041 and C12042

6542



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

Rustique series | 28

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x75 cm        planks 23x152 cm   
Content 26 pcs. | 2,920 m2              10 pcs. | 3,468 m2

A neutral appearance is the basis of the Rustique series. The whole creates a 
calm atmosphere. The wood structure is clearly visible from close by. The entire     
series is available in both dryback and Rigid Click. 

RUSTIQUE SERIES

7551

7552 7555

7551 15051 7554

7553

15052

15053

7551

Rustique series | 29

15054

15055

The entire Rustique series is available in both dryback and Rigid Click.



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

Original1 series | 30

ORIGINAL1 SERIES

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x60 cm       planks 23x152 cm 
Content 36 pcs. | 3,345 m2       10 pcs. | 3,468 m2 

The diverse Original1 series consists of various structures and formats, 
consisting of herringbone pattern and long planks. Identical in colour and 
structure, but different in size.

15011

7014

15011* 15013

7011* 7012* 7013

15012* 15014

Original1 series | 31

*these items are available in dryback and Rigid Click: C7011, C7012, C15011 and C15012

15011



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

Original2 series | 32

Type  dryback
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x75 cm       planks 23x153 cm 
Content 30 pcs. | 3,484 m2              10 pcs. | 3,484 m2       

The wood structure on these robust planks of the Original2 series is tangibly 
present. This gives you an optimal experience of nature fidelity. This   
combination creates a powerful and atmospheric whole, and is therefore very 
suitable for a modern and industrial interior.

ORIGINAL2 SERIES

7541

7542 7545

7541 15041 7544

7543 7546

15042

15043 15046

15045

15044

7541

Original2 series | 33



XstraLong series | 34

Type  dryback
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension XL-herringbone 15x90 cm        planks 23x183 cm 
Content 24 pcs. | 3,345 m2                     8 pcs. | 3,345 m2

Superlative class and style. The XstraLong series is characterised by its  
extra-long planks and extra-large herringbone floor, also known as whalebone. 
Characterised by distinctive colours and natural wood structures.

18090

XSTRALONG SERIES

XstraLong series | 35

18010 18040 18050 18060

18070 18080 18090 18100

9070 9080 9090 9100

18090



Type  dryback
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x76 cm        planks 23x152 cm   
Content 30 pcs. | 3,484 m2            10 pcs. | 3,484 m2

The natural-looking Authentic series exudes rusticity. The robust design 
contains a lived-in look by the clearly present knots. An optimal experience of 
natural faithfulness.

Authentic series | 36

AUTHENTIC SERIES

15061 15062 15063 15064

Authentic series | 37

7563

7561 7562 7563 7564

7563



De traditioneelste onder de parketvloeren:

6581 6583

7581 7583

15081

6582

7582

6584

7584

15082 15083 15084

Type  dryback
Embossing registered embossed
Dimension herringbone 15x75 cm        chevron 15x67 cm        planks 24x152 cm
Content 26 pcs. | 2,918 m2   32 pcs. | 3,245 m2         10 pcs. | 3,660 m2

Floors with class thanks to the super matt look. The name Premier is due to 
the knot-free design, like the best wooden floors. The entire Premier range 
is available in four colours and three variants: herringbone, Chevron and long 
planks.

Premier series | 38 Premier series | 39

7584

7584

PREMIER SERIES

NEW COLLECTION



De traditioneelste onder de parketFlooren:

DESIGN SERIES

Design series | 40

Type  dryback
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension planks 23x152 cm       tiles 45x91 cm  
Content 10 pcs. | 3,468 m2            9 pcs. | 3,763 m2   

The Design series is unique due to its various designs. The original patterns and 
structures gives every room an exceptional character. The design of this series 
is surprising and innovative.

15091

Planks Tiles

15094

15097

4591

4592

15095

15096

15091

15092

15093

Design series | 41

15091



STONE1 SERIES

Stone1 series | 42

10024

Type  dryback and Rigid Click
Embossing universal embossed

Dimension tiles 91x45 cm           tiles 91x91 cm     tiles 100x100 cm
Content 9 pcs. | 3,763 m2        5 pcs. | 4,181 m2          4 pcs. | 4 m2

Amato

The Stone1 series consists of the Amato, Rustique and Concrete collections. All 
have the appearance of natural stone, but diverse in colour and texture. The 
Amato and Concrete collections are characterised by the playful texture of the 
tile. The Rustique is best described as a light pattern with a calm look. 

Rustique and Concrete

9011 9012

4511* 4512* 10021

Amato Rustique

10022*

10023* 10024

Stone1 series | 43

10012 10013* 10016*

Concrete

10024

Amato tiles 91x45 cm: 4511 and 4512 | Amato tiles 91x91 cm: 9011 and 9012
*these items are available in dryback and Rigid Click: C4511, C4512, C10013, C10016, C10022 and C10023



STONE2 SERIES

Stone2 series | 44

Type  dryback
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension tiles 100x100 cm
Content 4 pcs. | 4 m2

Bring warmth into every space with the Stone2 series. The tiles subtly connect a 
seamless coherence between the interior and exterior by highlighting the  
monochrome colour and the cubic shape. The Graphic collection creates a very 
playful effect to enhance the floor in any interior. The Dynamic is distinguished 
by the hue of the design. A special block pattern typifies the Unique collection. 

10051

Stone2 series | 45

10051

10041 10042

10031 10032 10033

Graphic

Dynamic

10034

10043 10044

10051 10052 10053

Unique

10054



THERDEX 
MODULAR

A SMART
SOLUTION

A floor offers years of comfort. The focus with  Therdex is on user 
convenience, which already starts when laying the floor. 

Therdex Rigid Click floors are very easy to install, and eliminates the 
need for adhesives thanks to a reliable Uniclic system.

Our Loose Lay floors offer convenience and comfort through the quick 
and easy way of laying. Because of their weight, the planks and tiles 
are laid loose. 

Therdex Modular floors are thus reusable, easy to (dis)assemble and 
replace. This makes Therdex valued among architects, designers and 
interior lovers looking for a distinctive and durable for project floors.

Loose Lay and Rigid Click floors

Therdex modular | 47



LL5022 LL5024 LL5025LL5023

Type  Loose Lay
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension tiles 50x50 cm
Content 8 pcs. | 2 m2  

Loose Lay offers quick, convenient installation due to its weight, allowing for 
loose laying of the boards and tiles. The durable LVT ensures longevity, making it 
perfect for commercial projects. Loose Lay floors feature a sleek matte finish for 
a modern touch.

LL5051

LOOSE LAY

LL5041 LL5044LL5042

LL5051 LL5053LL5052

Tiles

FACTS

- very easy to install

- no use of adhesives required

- suitable for heavy-duty use

- ideal for project purposes

- non-slip underlayer

- easy dismantling

- easy to use

- reduced impact sound

-  moisture-resistant

-  scratch-resistant

- maintenance-friendly

-  prevents stripping

Loose Lay | 48 Loose Lay | 49



Type  Loose Lay
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension planks 20x100 cm
Content 8 pcs. | 1,60 m2  

Loose Lay offers quick, convenient installation due to its weight, allowing for 
loose laying of the boards and tiles. The durable LVT ensures longevity, making it 
perfect for commercial projects. Loose Lay floors feature a sleek matte finish for 
a modern touch.

LL10152

LOOSE LAY

LL10241 LL10243 LL10244LL10242

Planks

LL1034

LL1074 LL1076

LL10151 LL10153 LL10154LL10152 LL10155

LL10152

Loose Lay | 50 Loose Lay | 51



Type  Rigid Click
Embossing universal embossed
Dimension tiles 45x90 cm
Content 4 pcs. | 1,638 m2  

Rigid Click floors use a smart installation solution, eliminating the use of glue. 
The planks or tiles are easily clicked together with a reliable Uniclic system. 
Available in tiles, herringbone, chevron and various sizes of planks. 

LL100

RIGID CLICK

C4511 C4512

C10022 C10023

C10013 C10016

Tiles

C10013

FACTS 

- powerful Uniclic system

- very easy to lay

- no need to use glue

- suitable for intensive use

- light weight

- easy to move

- great ease of use

- reduced impact sound

-  moisture-resistant

-  scratch-resistant

- maintenance-friendly

-  prevents striping

Rigid Click | 52 Rigid Click | 53



C7011

RIGID CLICK

Rigid Click floors use a smart installation solution, eliminating the use of glue. 
The planks or tiles are easily clicked together with a reliable Uniclic system. 
Available in tiles, herringbone, chevron and various sizes of planks. 

Type  Rigid Click
Embossing universal and registered embossed       
Dimension planks 22x121 cm         planks 23x152 cm
Content 6 pcs. | 1,617 m2                   6 pcs. | 2,139 m2

herringbone 15x75 cm       chevron 15x66 cm       
10 pcs. | 1,080 m2                                           12 pcs. | 1,158 m2       

C6032 C6033 C3030

C15011C7011 C7012 C15012

C15051

C7551

C15052

C7552

C15053

C7553

C15054

C7554

C15055

C7555

C3020

C4010 C4050 C4070C4030

C6541C6041

C6542C6042

Planks

C7004 C70040C70010C7001

C12041

C12042

Rigid Click | 54 Rigid Click | 55
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Alle Rigid Click planken worden standaard geleverd met een dikte van 6,00 mm.

SERIES ARTICLENUMBERS DIMENSION SPECIFICATIONS
Regular1 

Basic
Regular1

XstraLong

6021 |  6024 |  6025 |  6026
2010 |  2040 |  2050 |  2060
2510 |  2540 |  2550 |  2560
18010 | 18040 | 18050 | 18060 

60,96x15,24 cm
121,90x22,80 cm
121,90x22,80 cm
182,90x22,80 cm

herringbone 
planks thickness 2,00 mm
planks
planks thickness 3,00 mm

Tapis 
Basic
Tapis
Rigid Click

4001 | 4003 | 4005 | 4007 
4210 | 4230 | 4250 | 4270
4010 | 4030 | 4050 | 4070 
C4010 | C4030 | C4050 | C4070

40,64x10,16 cm 
121,90x22,80 cm
121,90x22,80 cm 
121,30x22,20 cm

herringbone
planks thickness 2,00 mm
planks
Rigid Click planks

Regular2

Regular2

Rigid Click
Rigid Click
Loose Lay

6031 | 6032  | 6033  | 6034 
3010 | 3020    | 3030   | 3040
         | C6032 | C6033 |
         | C3020 | C3030 | 
         |              |           | LL1034

60,96x15,24 cm 
121,90x22,80 cm
74,30x14,50 cm
121,30x22,20 cm
100x20 cm 

herringbone
planks
Rigid Click herringbone
Rigid Click planks
Loose Lay planks

Premium
Premium
Rigid Click
Rigid Click
Loose Lay

7001  | 7004  | 7005 | 7006 
70010 | 70040  | 70050 | 70060
C7001 | C7004 |               |
C70010 | C70040 |               |
             | LL1074 |               | LL1076

60,96x15,24 cm 
121,90x22,80 cm 
74,30c14,50 cm
121,30x22,20 cm
100x20 cm

herringbone 
planks
Rigid Click herringbone
Rigid Click planks
Loose Lay planks

Chevron
Chevron
Chevron
Rigid Click
Rigid Click
Rigid Click
Loose Lay

6041   | 6042   | 6043   | 6044
6541   | 6542  | 6543   | 6544
12041     | 12042    | 12043    | 12044
C6041   | C6042  |      |
C6541   | C6542  |      |
C12041   | C12042  |      |
LL10241 | LL10242 | LL10243 | LL10244 

60,96x15,24 cm
57,15x11,43 cm
121,90x22,80 cm
74,30x14,50 cm
66,55x14,50 cm
121,30x22,20 cm
100x20 cm

herringbone 
chevron
planks
Rigid Click herringbone
Rigid Click chevron
Rigid Click planks
Loose Lay planks

XstraLong
XstraLong

9070   | 9080   | 9090   | 9100 
18070 | 18080 | 18090 | 18100

91,44x15,24 cm
182,90x22,80 cm

herringbone thickness 3,00 mm
planks thickness 3,00 mm

Rustique
Rustique
Rigid Click
Rigid Click
Loose Lay

7551  | 7552  | 7553    | 7554   | 7555 
15051    | 15052    | 15053    | 15054    | 15055
C7551 | C7552 | C7553 | C7554 | C7555
C15051 | C15052 | C15053 | C15054 | C15055
LL10151 | LL10152 | LL10153 | LL10154 | LL10155 

74,90x15,00 cm 
151,70x22,80 cm
74,30x14,50 cm
151,80x23,60 cm
100x20 cm

herringbone 
planks
Rigid Click herringbone
Rigid Click planks
Loose Lay planks

Authentic
Authentic

7561 | 7562 | 7563 | 7564 
15061 | 15062 | 15063 | 15064

76,20x15,24 cm 
152,40x22,80 cm

herringbone 
planks

Original1
Original1 
Rigid Click
Rigid Click

7011 | 7012 | 7013 | 7014 
15011 | 15012 | 15013 | 15014
C7011 | C7012 |           |
C15011 | C15012 |           |

60,96x15,24 cm 
151,70x22,80 cm 
74,30x14,50 cm
151,80x23,60 cm

herringbone 
planks
Rigid Click herringbone
Rigid Click planks

Original2
Original2

7541 | 7542 | 7543 | 7544 | 7545 | 7546 
15041 | 15042 | 15043 | 15044 | 15045 | 15046
 

76,20x15,24 cm 
152,40x22,80 cm 
 

herringbone 
planks

Premier
Premier
Premier

7581 | 7582 | 7583 | 7584
6581 | 6582 | 6583 | 6584
15081 | 15082 | 15083 | 15084

74,93x14,98 cm
66,55x15,24 cm
151,68x24,13 cm

herringbone 
chevron
planks

Stone1

Stone1

Rigid Click

9011 | 9012 
4511 | 4512
C4511 | C4512 

91,44x91,44 cm
91,44x45,72 cm
90x45 cm

tiles
tiles 
Rigid Click tiles

Stone1

Rigid Click
10013 | 10016   
C10013 | C10016 

100x100 cm 
90x45 cm

tiles 
Rigid Click tiles

Stone1

Rigid Click
Loose Lay

10021 | 10022   | 10023    | 10024
      | C10022 | C10023 | 
LL5022 | LL5023 | LL5024 | LL5025

100x100 cm 
90x45 cm
50x50 cm

tiles 
Rigid Click tiles
Loose Lay tiles

Stone2

Loose Lay
10041 | 10042 | 10044
LL5041 | LL5042 | LL5044

100x100 cm
50x50 cm

tiles
Loose Lay tiles

Stone2

Loose Lay
10051 | 10052 | 10053
LL5051 | LL5052 | LL5053

100x100 cm
50x50 cm

tiles
Loose Lay tiles

COLLECTION LINKS

Collection overview in different variants. 

The Loose Lay and Premier series have been implemented with a super matt finish. 
All dryback floors come with a thickness of 2,50 mm except the Basic Series and XstraLong series. 
All Rigid Click floors come with a thickness of 6,00 mm. 
All Loose Lay floors come with a thickness of 5,00 mm.

18080



5958 6041

GET INSPIRED! 
DISCOVER WITH OUR ROOMVISUALIZER HOW 
YOUR FAVORITE THERDEX FLOOR LOOKS LIKE

 IN YOUR OWN ROOM.

INSPIRATION

Be inspired by Therdex in practice. From atmospheric residential homes 
to business projects, each has its own distinctive characteristics. 

Therdex in practice



6160

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 6042



6362

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 70010
Realized by Studio Zuyd



6564

KONINGS OPTIEK | VEENENDAAL

Floor 10053
Realized by LODD interieurarchitecten



6766

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 6032



6968

NVAO, DEN HAAG

Floor 2550
Realized by Void Interieurarchitectuur
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HOME INPSIRATION

Floor 6541
Realized by Designa Architectuur



7372

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 10042



7574

7001

Woonhuis inspiratie | 44

DE KAAIHOF, GENEMUIDEN

Floor 6043



7776

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 7005 and 70050



7978

LX MATTEN, AMSTERDAM

Floor 6541 and 15096
Chevron installed in a Viennese point



8180

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 6544
Realized by Brugmans Groep



8382

HOME INSPIRATION

Floor 70060
Realized by CentaineCreations



8584

ACTIVE VASTGOED, ARNHEM

Floor 7001
Realized by Valk Design



8786

TECHNICAL  
SPECIFICATIONS

View all of the technical specifications by using the 
QR code below. 

Are you looking for more information about our floors or our service? 
Our team is ready to answer your questions.

CONTACT

+31 (0)38 385 73 73

info@therdex.nl

Sasdijk 14
8281BM Genemuiden 
Netherlands



Therdex | Sasdijk 14 | 8281 BM Genemuiden | The Netherlands 
+31 (0)38 385 73 73 | info@therdex.nl | www.therdex.com

No rights may be derived from this brochure. Misprints and printing errors excepted. The colours illustrated may differ from reality.
We therefore recommend that you make your choice on the basis of samples. You can obtain these, free of charge and without obligation, from your dealer or via www.therdex.com.


